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DELL BRINGS IN GST-READY DELL VOSTRO PCS FOR SMALL BUSINESSES
AS PC ENABLED SMES WILL WIN IN THE AGE OF GST

By : M.S.Yatnatti: Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru : India need to bring in better taxation options by reducing taxes to maximum of 5% in many items of goods and services as masses will pay tax in the new
era of GST and government will expect more tax revenues .PC is the king in the GST era and Accounting packages rule the roost and accountants will be in great demand ..Take example of personnel computing
which are transforming cottage industries into small businesses by using design software’s and internet connectivity and reaching online market place. Ultimately PC is the tool and work horse capable of handling
heavy duty tasks and multitasking for businesses. This is why PC enabled SMES will succeed in the new era of GST technology deployment .With India implementing the much-awaited Goods & Services Tax, Dell,
India’s leading technology brand and trusted partner for businesses, has announced the launch of its GST-ready PCs. With this launch, Dell is aiming to empower small businesses with the GST advantage, offering a
technology solution and a comprehensive ecosystem to help small businesses become GST-ready .As GST, a technology-based taxation system, requires compliance through a digital platform, it becomes imperative
for small businesses to make a seamless transition into the new system of taxation. The advantage that small businesses have is the flexibility to adopt new technology quickly, as they are nimble and agile. Dell’s GSTready PCs will not only enable easy understanding of the system, but also will give an upper hand in the process of transition within the stipulated period of time, without affecting the smooth running of the business.
This not only allows smooth adoption of the new taxation system, but will also be a contribution to their overall digital transformation .Dell will educate small business associations in clusters across key markets, on
the role of technology in making businesses GST ready, via digital and on-ground trainings that use interactive content demos. As part of its efforts towards enhancing PC Literacy, Dell will engage with small
businesses across its Dell Exclusive stores (DES) and will be launching a series of education programs across platforms, which will be implemented in 8 languages to affect wider outreach.
The Dell-GST advantage: The Dell-GST ready range has been designed keeping in mind the specific needs of small businesses. The Dell Vostro Series of PC’s will be available from May 12, 2017, at a starting price of
INR 25,490 onwards.GST offers on Dell Vostro notebooks and desktops: Upon purchasing GST-ready Dell Vostro notebooks, customers have the choice to avail a GST-ready Accounting Package from Busy and a
Canon Color All-In-One Printer by paying an additional INR 2999 or 1 Year of additional Dell warranty and a Canon Color All-In-One Printer for INR 2399.On the purchase of Dell Vostro desktops, customers can
choose between availing a GST-ready Accounting Package from Busy and a Canon Color All-In-One Printer by paying an additional INR 2999 or a Luminous UPS and a Canon Color All-in-One Printer for INR
1999.Dell is also collaborating with key trade associations across engineering, textile, commerce, finance, manufacturing sectors among others to offer hassle-free GST-ready solutions to all the small businesses which
work closely with these associations. Apart from this, Dell will engage with key partners such as retailers and CA’s in order to equip them to consult their small business customers, thereby enabling GST-readiness
among the entire business ecosystem. Commenting on the launch of GST-ready Dell PCs, reportedly P. Krishnakumar, Vice President, Consumer & Small Business, Dell, India said, “We felt it was important for us
to partner with these Small Businesses & support them in their transition through the GST environment. Small businesses should have access to the right resources and information to make this transition and to
become GST-ready. With Dell’s GST advantage, the SB owners can transform into Digi Vyapaaris such that they can focus on their core business, while we enable a seamless technology experience.”With
technological innovation accelerating at an incredible pace and government’s vision to transform India into a digital economy, it is increasingly important for businesses to embrace and implement technology.
For large companies flexible engagement has emerged as strategy to retain high performing talent .With world becoming networked ,the organization of any size and scale can attract the best talent from across the
world . The market rate for freelancers depends on the specific industry. Freelance writers for instance will calculate their hourly rates based on words typed per hour.To get a better understanding of your industry
wage, you can check out the by Googaling Freelance Income Reports 2016 on internet . It is reported that few market research reports recently surveyed over 23,000 freelancers from numerous industries to
determine average hourly wages. While the worldwide average hourly rate charged by freelancers is $21, the rate per industry varies heavily. Freelance web designers earn an average hourly wage of $23 per hour,
for example, while language translators earn approximately $17 per hour. It roughly translates Indian rupees 1500/- per hour .Competitors’ rates shouldn’t necessarily dictate your own; however, understanding the
average hourly rates of other freelancers with similar skills, education and experience will ensure that you aren’t pricing yourself out of your market (either by charging too much, or too little).Freelancing
opportunities are growing rapidly across many industries. Finding work is perhaps single most the toughest part for a freelancer. He has to knock on many doors and spend time, money and energy trying to get
work. You can grab freelancing assignments not only in your city or in India but literally in any corner of the world. According to one report , every third user of Freelancer.com is from India.The US-based website
helps freelancers get assignments and takes a cut when the deal is done . It's a trend that is slowly catching on. A growing number of professionals is junking regular employment to try their hands at freelancing.
They are driven by the dream to be independent and work on their own terms without the straitjacket of a 9-to-5 job. To be fair, freelancing does unshackle the individual from the tyranny of corporate hierarchy.
The jobs are everywhere. What you need to do is find the niche that matches your expertise. "Don't go by just the current demand, but also assess how it will shape up in the coming years.It pays to keep yourself
abreast of the latest developments in your chosen field. The websites giving freelancing jobs need to be properly researched.
In ten years it is complete sea change as technology from servicing enterprises to directly servicing consumers .Smart phones face book Google Amazon etc serving directly consumers .Digital aided learning is not
digital disruption but it aids the students learning process .Any amount of digitizing process cannot replace Teacher or Human touch .Any amount of Artificial Intelligence or robots whch can help humans but it
cannot replace humans .Any amount of E-Learning cannot eliminate teachers or mentors as e-learning is failure and e-enabled learning is successful as teacher is always center of knowledge and wisdom . Students
can benefit from Digital aided learning .Gone are the days when kids learn it the hard way. Schools and other educational institutions alike have adapted to a scientific and smart way of learning their subjects. Being
in the age of information, kids today are learning how to make the best use of technology to their advantage. Here are a few smart ways to use the internet in the best possible way . It is a known fact that kids at an
impressionable age learn faster with lights and sounds instead of just text. Using Audio-Visual methods to learn help students understand a concept better.Using video and animation strengthens the pictorial
memory. This technique is extremely helpful when a new topic is to be introduced. A good blend of videos can precede textual content painting a better picture in the minds of students. The role of internet as a means
of finding answers in undeniably pivotal. Though kids can often be sidelined with prolonged use, internet acts a complete encyclopaedia that helps students find answers to any problem under the sun or over it. This
can also be linked to the process of self learning as one solved answer often gives rise to a new set of questions and what better way of learning than self learning. This creates positive curiosity in a child's mind which
is needed for mental development. Making use of technology kids can use accounting applications to keep a tab on their spending which will make them more responsible adding to their discipline. Technology helps
streamline daily activities thus introducing students to self discipline and punctuality.Kids will not have partiality issues if all of them are given orders and commands by a computer aided software instead of the
specific math teacher they dislike. Effective use can yield the best from within a student. World on the internet is filled with people from around the globe doing scientific experiments from their basements.There is a
whole bank of videos that can be streamed online which explain various concepts through experiments.This allows a student to learn first-hand and reduces the chances of error as a video can be seen as many times
as possible. Learning from someone else's mistake in a simulated environment will help teach better and faster. Technology bridges gaps which is its most important as pect. Students now have ac cess to a global
classroom where they can learn about things that are empirical all around the globe. This helps them understand and think on a global scale. It nurtures unity and is a key aspect in the global race for world peace.
Digital technology and computers have revolutionized education .Class rooms need to have BIG TV screens with HDMI Slot to convert them into PC. Students or class rooms can have Laptops. The advent of
computers has changed our very existence .These machines have evolved from being a mere luxury to an essential and indispensable part of our education . We need the computer in its varied forms of laptops and
tablets, to communicate, learn, explore, transact and even access knowledge. No wonder then, that computer literacy is looked upon as an integral part of our education process. The institution of higher learning can
easily provide hardware .When question of software’s comes every institution has no funds for commercial software’s to purchase them and also keep them purchasing new versions every year . KPN unlimited
technologies Bengaluru is planning to provide unlimited portable OS and portable Apps loaded PC Sticks and Pen drives which students and teacher can carry in their pockets and convert any class room into their
subject computer Lab by just plug and play at very affordable prices . Universities in India need to convert every class room into a portable lab .Each teacher and Each student can convert into his subject lab and
use it by using portable apps and portable OS without affecting the basic hardware. Portable Apps and Portable OS can be carried in their pockets. The higher education in India is getting revolutionized with use of
BIG TV Screen (which can be converted into a computer by Compu Stick or PC Stick ) as black board in class room and each student with a lap top or a desk top .This is the basic hardware that need to be provided
in each class room.KPN unlimited technologies Bengaluru is planning to provide each subject teacher and each subject students with portable Linux OS and portable Linux based Apps of his choice and with this
each teacher and students can convert it into his subject lab by using potable OS and portable Apps provided by KPNUT .These apps can run from any portable device (a thumb drive, CD, DVD, portable hard drive
or other device Compu Stick ) without needing to be installed directly on the hard drive of the system you're using.
You can visit www.kpnutechnologies.com or contact kpnutechnologies@yahoo.com for your proposals and a quote or for choice portable OS and portable Apps on CD/DVD or Pen Drive or on Compu Stick or PC
Stick or Micro SD card with choice of your open source software portable OS and portable Apps loaded PC Sticks and Pen drives according to your subject needs. KPN unlimited technologies Bengaluru will load
required potable app on USB or Comput Stick OR pc Stick with required Portable App and Portable OS . IT is considered as an enabler for Indian to transform itself from a developing country to an industrialized
nation. IT has left an immense impact on the nature and structure of higher education in Indian and will continue to play a prominent role in its future. KPNUT presents to the readers how IT utilization has enabled
the country to offer quality education to its citizen in-line with the requirements of its labor market and the Net generation. KPN Unlimited Technologies is a vibrant company whose activities span over diverse areas
within the broad realms of information technology. KPN Unlimited Technologies is a Private company with professionals teamed up to offer the IT industry a radical growth. A place where imaginative minds have
the opportunity to explore new ideas and implement cutting edge solutions. Our professionals are constantly abreast with the latest technology and are proven leaders in redefining industry standards with new
products.
SMART CLASSROOMS: Creating the new wave in teaching, city campuses are embracing technology in the classroom. Some higher education institutions have employed the path-breaking `flipped classroom'
model, an active learning model that inverts traditional lectures by using technology to allow students to listen to the lectures online at home and use class time for collaborative learning and activity-style homework
assignments.The in-class discussion, personalised student guidance, team based skill development and enrichment activities are allowed by moving content delivery outside of class time, the Annual Status of Higher
Education of States and UTs of India, 2015 by the CII and Deloitte report states.Increased computer penetration in semi urban areas has made it possible for students in small towns and villages to access the best
content from around the world. This is just getting started and will lead to long term democratisation of knowledge.“ Online education portals and home tutoring have given education a new lease of life especially to
those living in remote areas. Non-profit organisations and large enterprises have begun donating computers and the required connectivity to villages and towns to enable the children and adults to access education
within their rural environment. Through video conferencing, it is now possible for educationists to tutor students globally, hence bridging the divide in education and making learning accessible to all. Transform
your classroom into a hub for digital learning and teaching with a device that turns monitors into fully functional computers—the Intel® Compute Stick. Development of KPNUT Portable Labs: Today every student
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need computer and computer needs software’s. The computer Labs is costly affair to the higher education institution and training institutes to have different labs for different subjects with different hardware’s and
software’s. Institutes can adopt KPNUT revolutionary concept of portable lab in teaching and training students with minimal hardware and OSS Software’s different labs for different subjects with light weight OS
with specific software application on different domains with BIG TV screen in each class room along with Black board and every subject teacher coming with Compu stick with KPNUT portable OS converting
BIG TV screen computer where practical teaching become easy and all students coming with Lap Tops with portable OS on USB or Live CD pertaining to their subjects working along with teacher . KPNUT will
provide Light weight Live CD /DVD portable OS on USB Compu stick with KPNUT portable OS re-mastering available Linux distributions with specific OSS application for practical teaching. Transform your
classroom into a hub for digital learning and teaching with a device that turns monitors into fully functional computers—the Intel® Compute Stick.Teaching with proprietary software too costly and using open
source software in an open access environment is less costly. To this end, the concept of the LiveCD versus a standard Microsoft Windows architecture as a desktop platform for general-purpose computing needs
within a public access computer lab can be better option. To this end, the concept of the portable OS on USB a desktop platform for general-purpose computing needs within a public access computer lab can be
better option. To this end, the concept of the Compu stick with portable OS which can directly connected to BIG TV Screen as black boarded in class room and each student on a desk top use live CD or portable
OS on USB as a desktop platform for general-purpose computing needs within a public access computer lab will be explored. Any teacher or student Carry Any Operating System or portable apps (compendium of
OSS) in his Pocket CD DVD Portable Lab on Stick and Portable OS with Application on compu stick according to his subject. “Technology Assisted Learning Projects (TALP) are being introduced .Incorporate
technology into teaching and Technology could not replace a teacher totally. “Technology and teaching must go hand in hand. Technology is important. Portable apps installed on USB are provided .Transform your
classroom into a hub for digital learning and teaching with a device that turns TV monitors into fully functional computers—the Intel® Compute Stick.Tech essentials to empower growing higher education and training
and recruiting business For Universities training institutions colleges. Turn your class room into any IT lab on any subject .KPN Unlimited Technologies has produced a top-notch product that fills a gap education
and training using computers labs in each class rooms . No need to designate one or two rooms as Computer Lab. Every college needs LABS and that too portable labs and each hardware available can be converted
by teacher into any domain lab by using our specific Compu stick with portable OS which can directly connected to BIG TV Screen and used on any student Laptop. KPNUT will give on line training on all these
unlimited technologies with certifications and recruitment and placements service. It’s not always necessary to reserve a special computer lab when you want to integrate computer activities into your course.
Traditional computer labs have fixed seating and aren’t well-suited to group work or discussion; students are hidden behind large screens.
COMPUTER-BASED EXAMS :Digital technology and computers are gradually replacing the use of physical tests and moving towards a paperless environment. Classroom assignments have moved out to
homebased testing.“We have online presentation of assignments by students where we attest them and mail the results back to the students,“ reveals a teacher .Online tests are the future and are gradually replacing
physical testing.This revolutionary pattern has enabled even those who are mobility-impaired, to take tests from their own homes.“Standardised testing has moved to computers over the past decades,“ points out a
educationist . “This protects the integrity of the testing process and circumvents the logistical challenges of holding a physical test all over the country on any one day. Further, with the introduction of adaptive tests,
since each test is uniquely tailored to a student, scores obtained are truly reflective of a student's knowledge.“As India is surging ahead towards a cashless economy made possible by the digital process, the use of
smart computing has only begun. KPNUT is planning to bring one by one as per request of educational institution requirements several thousand available open source software’s Top apps and portable OS in 2017
that help business education training to grow .KPN shall provide all the available technology for user thousands of apps and hundreds of Linux Distributions .Why do you need portable apps? Well, we're usually
faced with a space crunch on our hard drives due to the huge file sizes that result from 4 GB and Full HD videos, 20MP photos, lossless audio rips, graphic-heavy games, and the sheer amount of data we store on our
PCs. Also, it doesn't make sense to install each and every software most of which we might use occasionally on our already packed computers. In such cases, all you need to do is use a 16GB pen drive and pack it
with the myriad software that you need. Using these is as simple as plugging the USB stick into your machine, and clicking on the app to start. Besides, your `cleaner' computer will boot up faster, and you can also
use these software on the go when your own PC is not at hand.
If you travel frequently, or going to attend seminars or you are converting existing computer lab to your specific Lab or taking your class it can be frustrating to have to use a system that doesn’t have your favorite
open source software already installed. Fortunately, many of the most popular open source applications come in portable versions that you can take with you on a USB thumb drive or other portable media. What
makes an application portable? These apps can run from any portable device (a thumb drive, CD, DVD, portable hard drive or other device) without needing to be installed directly on the hard drive of the system
you're using. They also don't leave behind any files on the host system, and they don't interfere with other software installed on that system. For this list, we've compiled some of the best portable open source
applications available. Some of these were originally designed by the project owner to be portable. Others are open source applications that have been re-packaged for portability by a third party.

ADVERTORIALS AND CONSULTANCY HELP LINE
You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, Corporation,
K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for months, and
years in Government files etc.
Everybody is facing Problems, Problems?
.
Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince our selves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news paper property politics and try to help
you. We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies,
M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant Mobile: 9945116476 E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com propertypolitics@gmail.com
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